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ABSTRACT
Most real world applications of image retrieval such as Adobe Stock,
which is amarketplace for stock photography and illustrations, need
a way for users to find images which are both visually (i.e. aesthet-
ically) and conceptually (i.e. containing the same salient objects)
as a query image. Learning visual-semantic representations from
images is a well studied problem for image retrieval. Filtering based
on image concepts or attributes is traditionally achieved with index-
based filtering (e.g. on textual tags) or by re-ranking after an initial
visual embedding based retrieval. In this paper, we learn a joint
vision and concept embedding in the same high-dimensional space.
This joint model gives the user fine-grained control over the seman-
tics of the result set, allowing them to explore the catalog of images
more rapidly. We model the visual and concept relationships as a
graph structure, which captures the rich information through node
neighborhood. This graph structure helps us learn multi-modal
node embeddings using Graph Neural Networks. We also introduce
a novel inference time control, based on selective neighborhood
connectivity allowing the user control over the retrieval algorithm.
We evaluate these multi-modal embeddings quantitatively on the
downstream relevance task of image retrieval on MS-COCO dataset
and qualitatively on MS-COCO and an Adobe Stock dataset.
CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies→ Neural networks.
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Graph Neural Networks, Visual-Semantic Embedding, Multi-Modal
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1 INTRODUCTION
eCommerce sites now routinely use visual similarity to improve
recall and relevance of search and recommendation results [13,
20, 32, 34]. Visual similarity is particularly useful in domains like
fashion and home furnishings where product aesthetics are key but
are difficult for consumers to describe in textual queries. The need
for image similarity features in eCommerce search is even greater
for sites whose business is selling images such as Adobe Stock1,
Getty Images2, and ShutterStock3. As with eCommerce sites selling
physical goods, eCommerce sites selling images need to provide
ways to map between user’s textual, image and joint text-image
queries and the textual, structured, and image data associated with
the products in the catalog.
Visual search is a well studied problem [5]. The subjectivity of
the search result quality makes it a difficult problem. This problem is
exacerbated for eCommerce sites selling images because the results
1www.stock.adobe.com/
2www.gettyimages.com/
3www.shutterstock.com/
on the page need to match the semantics of the query but also
need to represent the diversity of the images available for purchase.
Traditional visual search methods optimize for visual cues and as
a result often neglect concept similarity and diversity of results,
which are key for eCommerce whole page relevance. In addition,
these production systems look at visual similarity as a separate
process prior to concept matching. This has two drawbacks:
(1) Concept filtering is bound by the cap on the initial visual
similarity retrieval set. As a result, relevant results may be
excluded in the initial visual retrieval step.
(2) Most systems perform “hard filtering” of attributes e.g. a
color filter of tag:red will remove all images which do not
have the relevant tag in their metadata. Given that such
metadata is often incomplete, this again results in relevant
results being excluded.
These issues are magnified in a image retrieval system where the
user query is text based because user intent is hard to convey with
traditional short keyword queries. However, the vast majority of
queries on eCommerce sites selling images are keyword based even
when image similarity querying is provided.
In this paper we take initial steps towards solving these prob-
lems. We explore a joint representation learning framework using
Graph Neural Network to model content and visual modalities. This
joint representation is achieved via the structure between the two
modalities. We create a graph of images and their metadata (in
this initial exploration, textual tags) to convert each into a node
embedding capturing the structure between the two modalities.
We introduce a novel inference system to give users control over
which modality should be weighted more during image retrieval
creating a one-shot retrieval approach instead of the traditional
two-step retrieval with filtering. Our primary contributions are the
following:
(1) Amulti-modal graph embedding framework for visual search
(2) Coarse- and fine-level control over results using inference
time dynamic node connectivity for the query node
We provide quantitative and qualitative evaluations to demon-
strate the usefulness for our approach for improving the search
experience for marketplaces for images like Adobe Stock. Our ap-
proach enables UX features to aid search engines in moving beyond
binary hard filters to fine-grained soft filters in a continuous space
and to allow the user to control similarity across modalities in a
seamless way.
2 RELATEDWORK
Content-based features for image retrieval use global features to
describe the image content by structure[24], shape[2, 4, 12, 26],
color[27, 30] and texture[16, 29] in a single representation. With
the advent of deep learning, it is easier to extract semantic-aware
features through the network’s activations from different layers
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Figure 1: Left: Input Graph | Right: Unrolled Graph w.r.t Node A
of a classification model. Visual-semantic embeddings are multi-
modal joint embeddings which help in tasks like visual-question
answering, image captioning and image-caption retrieval. They are
primarily obtained in two ways: (1) Canonical Correlation Analysis
(CCA) and (2) Metric Learning. CCA-based methods maximize the
correlation between linearly projected vectors from two modali-
ties [7]. [31] propose an extension of CCA using a deep learning
approach. Metric learning adapts a pairwise real-valued function
to the problem at hand by using the training examples as its infor-
mation source. The method learns an embedding space [6, 28] and
scales better to large datasets. [28] combines cross-view ranking
constraints with within-view neighborhood structure preserva-
tion to generate image-text embeddings. Full sentences, images
and image regions were all mapped into a single space by [15].
[6] integrates hard negatives into the ranking loss function to im-
prove retrieval. The loss functions used to execute these approaches
generally include triplet loss[19] which constraints negative sam-
ples to be farther away than positives or variations of it, some of
them being Histogram Loss[22], PDDM[11], Ladder Loss[35] and
PATR loss[1]. CM-GANs [17] is an another interesting attempt to
get images and text modalities in the common learning space by
leveraging Generative Adversarial Networks[8]. Unlike the above
methods, graph based methods are able to capture the multi-modal
complexities by using the information present in the node attributes,
their graph neighborhood and their connections. This allows bet-
ter connectivity of information rather than treating each sample
independently.
Recently, developments in deep graph structures have made it
easier to represent images (nodes) as low-dimensional vector em-
beddings using their graph neighbourhood information. Graph con-
volutional neural networks have shown their effectiveness in semi-
supervised classification settings [3, 9, 14, 18, 21, 25]. But graph
node embeddings have mostly been transductive in nature which
makes them hard to generalise to unseen queries. [33] proposed an
architecture that added inductive capabilities, but lacked the graph
structure information during inference. GraphSAGE[10] was able
to overcome this limitation and generalize new vector embeddings
for unseen nodes more efficiently using trainable neural network
aggregators. This allow graphs to be more expandable and adapt-
able to the changing dataset and social trends. Unlike GraphSAGE,
GAT [23] tries to use all the neighbours of the node to contribute to
the target node along with generating self-attention scores on the
full 1-hop neighbourhood. We leverage the architecture of Graph-
SAGE for it’s industrial application friendly architecture to build a
multi-modal setting which gives more control to customers during
search inference.
3 METHOD
We build on top of GraphSAGE’s [10] idea of context construction
and information aggregation in a graph neighborhood. We extend
it to the multi-modal context and a fine-grained inference control
using dynamic node connections controlling the information flow.
3.1 Graph Structure
The overall graph structure that we use is a combination of nodes
of different modalities and edges, which establish associations be-
tween image tags, image similarity, etc. In our experiments, we
connected every image with its corresponding tags and the image’s
K nearest neighbors. Image tags usually refer to objects in the image
but can also be any short sequence of words that describe the image
contents such as Instagram hashtags or flicker user tags. We get the
K nearest neighbors for the query image using the visual similarity
score over all the images in the corpus. This “visual” similarity is
based on an independent deep neural network trained and opti-
mized for representation learning of images in a high-dimensional
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Figure 2: Input-Inference Graph: The new node can be connected to the existing graph in various
ways, e.g. tag-only, image-only. This provides coarse-grained control over the retrieval results.
space where similarity can be captured through a distance met-
ric, i.e. closer in distance being more similar. Although we use
a “visual” similarity metric for neighbor edges in the graph, our
framework is generalized to any similarity metric between nodes
of the same type or between different node types. In the input
graph in Figure 1 | Left, each image node is connected to its visual
K-Nearest-Neighbors and its corresponding tag nodes which rep-
resent conceptual information present in the image. Image-image
and image-tag connections are shown by solid black lines and as
shown in Figure 2, new node connections to the existing graph
are shown by dotted lines.
3.2 Training
After building the above multi-modal graph, we use a training
method similar to the one described in GraphSAGE [10]. Our final
goal is to convert each node into embeddings (i.e. a feature vec-
tor) which contains visual information and conceptual information
extracted from the graph connections. Once the graph nodes are
initialized with any pre-trained embedding,4 we reduce the distance
between the node embeddings which are directly connected and
increase the distance between the ones that are more than one hop
away.
We take information from the neighborhood of a node and trans-
form it using neural network weights and then aggregate this in-
formation. This aggregated information is again transformed and
aggregated in a similar fashion and is then used to update the node
embeddings for each node. This transformation and aggregation is
performed for every node and they share the parameters (weights
used to transform). Figure 1 | Right shows this process. The black
boxes represent the neural networks which help in this aggregation
and transformation. This overall method exploits the rich neighbor-
hood information to learn a superior embedding compared to other
methods. The training is performed in an unsupervised manner.
So, the loss function contains the term for a random walk through
which we encode the probability of nodes co-occurring together
and hence select negative samples based on those walks. This helps
ensure that similar nodes occupy nearby spaces in the embedding
space and dissimilar nodes move farther apart. A detailed descrip-
tion of this training can be found in [10].
4The initialization could also be random.
3.3 Inference
We can perform the following types of inferences with our model,
allowing us to power different types of eCommerce search features
depending on the user’s needs:
Tag Prediction: For a given query image, we connect it to the
top-k closest images and then generate a node embedding for it.
We can then retrieve the top-k tags based on the least distance with
the query node embedding and the tag node embeddings.
Image Retrieval:We have three types of connections that can be
used for image retrieval:
• Only image-image node connections: When there are no
tags available for a query image, we can connect the query
image with the top-k closest image nodes using ResNet-152
features or similar embeddings and generate new image
query node embedding. We then retrieve the nearest neigh-
bors using the our model’s image node embeddings.
• Only image-tag node connections: We can perform the
same inference operations with only the query image and
its corresponding tag connections.
• Image-image and image-tag node connections: For this
we connect the query to its nearby image neighbors and also
to its corresponding tags and repeat the steps from above.
The final graph after connecting the new query image with
k=1 is shown in Figure 2.
Real-Time Slider for Visual-Conceptual Variation in Im-
age Retrieval: Above we outlined the extreme cases where if we
connect the query image only to image nodes during inference then
we will get visually similar images during retrieval, while if we also
connect to tag nodes we will get better conceptual image retrieval.
To provide more fine-grained control, we use our generated node
embeddings for the query image and also its tags. We allow the user
to specify the relative weights over the tags and images to reflect
their preference for the importance of visual and content similarity.
This gives the user fine-grained control over the similarity search
so that they can adjust the search results accordingly. To calculate
the final embedding we use the following formula:
𝐸 =
𝑊1 · 𝐸𝑖 +𝑊2 · 𝐸𝑡
2 (1)
where:
• 𝑊1 +𝑊2 = 1
• 𝐸𝑖 = Our generated node embedding of the query image
node
• 𝐸𝑡 =
∑𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙−𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑−𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑠
𝑖=1 𝐸𝑡𝑖
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟−𝑜 𝑓 −𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑−𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑠 = Average of our generated
node embeddings of all tag nodes associated with that query
4 EXPERIMENTS
We used MS-COCO for our experiments and our graph had approx-
imately 110K/10K/3K nodes in train/val/test set. Test and val were
restricted to only image nodes. We initialized the image nodes with
ResNet-18 features which are of the size 512 and randomly initial-
ize the tag embeddings of size 512. We selected the top 5 nearest
neighbors by using cosine similarity based on ResNet512 features
(2048-dimension) and applying a threshold of 0.65.
We trained the model for 50 epochs with a dropout of 20%, batch
size of 512, and a learning rate of 0.00001. We used maximum
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Figure 3: ResNet vs. Our Method on MS-COCO: Our method captures visual-conceptual nuances which ResNet cannot. For example, in the 2nd query image, our approach captures the human with a kite
and is able to retain the semantic meaning of the scene whereas in ResNet, the kite is lost despite being an important object in the scene.
node degree of 100, negative samples size of 20, model size “small”,
and model type “graphsage_mean”. First and second layer samples
were restricted to 25 and 10 respectively. First and second layer
embeddings were 128 dimensions each. Finally, we used a random
context to train the model and set the concat parameter to true. This
generated a final embedding of 256 in size. More details regarding
these parameters can be found in [10].
5 RESULTS
We first evaluate our framework on MS-COCO quantitatively and
then compare it qualitatively with a ResNet152 feature based im-
age retrieval model. We also show qualitative results of how our
model performs when weighing visual and conceptual information
as would be the case when a user is searching for images on an
eCommerce stock image site like Adobe Stock.
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(a) tennis-query (b) 𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 = 1.0 (c) 𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 = 0.8 (d) 𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 = 0.6 (e) 𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 = 0.4
Figure 4: Visual-Conceptual Control: This provides fine-grained control over how much visual-vs.-conceptual similarity the user wants in the results. Increasing weight towards the visual features captures
the retro effect of the query. Decreasing the reliance on visual features captures a generic tennis scene which perfectly captures the semantics.
Figure 5: Our Method on the Adobe Stock eCommerce site: This figure illustrates the several results of our model when trained on Adobe Stock. For example, when an image-only query is passed as input
we get similar images as outputs from our model. Adding a single- or multi-word textual query with weights captures both the visual and conceptual essence in the results. The degree of inclination towards a
particular modality depends on the input weight (see equation 1).
5.1 Quantitative Results
We used our generated embeddings to extract the top 5 most rel-
evant images for every query image from the unseen test set. A
manual, crowd-sourced evaluation using Figure-85 was performed.
The evaluators were asked to rate the retrieved image with respect
to the query image along three criteria:
(1) Coarse-grained Similarity:
5www://figure-eight.com
(a) Conceptual similarity (terms referring to background or
actions were also counted as concepts).
(2) Fine-grained Similarity:
(a) Objects in the query image appear in retrieved image.
(b) The number of objects matches (e.g. single or multiple).
Using these, the evaluators chose one of four relevance labels:
• Excellent, if the retrieved image satisfies all 3 criteria based
on the query image.
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Figure 6: Tag Disambiguation: This figure illustrates weighted image and tag queries on Adobe Stock. Our Model is able to disambiguate the visual interpretation of a tag with the help of visual cues from
the image query. For example, the tag orange when used in different contexts gives different results.
• Good, if the retrieved image satisfies at least 2 of the 3 simi-
larity criteria.
• Acceptable, if the retrieved image satisfies at least 1 of the
3 similarity criteria
• Unacceptable, if the retrieved image does not have any
objects in common with the query image.
The results of the evaluation are shown in Table 1. Almost 75%
of the images have a score of excellent or good, while less than 10%
are unacceptable.
Table 1: Quantitiative Relevance Results: Score Distribution
Score Excellent Good Acceptable Unacceptable
# of Images 2164 8955 2601 1275
% of Images 14% 60% 17% 9%
Using these score we calculate the Normalized Discounted Cumula-
tive Gain (nDCG) of the top 5 search results for the image queries.
The average of nDCG for all queries measures performance of
the ranking algorithm in the search process and reflects key aspects
of whole page relevance. Results shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Quantitative Relevance Results: nDCG
nDCG@5: 0.39
nDCG@3: 0.41
The distribution of the relevance scores shown in Table 1 com-
bined with the nDCG scores in Table 2 suggest that our model
is able to retrieve meaningful images, i.e. images that are closely
related to the query, but that it needs further fine-tuning to improve
the ranking of the top results.
5.2 Qualitative Evaluation
Our approach has more control over the conceptual information
than other methods. This means that during image retrieval we
see more objects that are shared with the query image. We initially
trained our model on MS-COCO. Figure 3 qualitatively compares
some results of our method and of using the ResNet152 image re-
trieval method directly. In general, ResNet misses some visual cues
which results in changes to the concepts in the retrieval image com-
pared to the query image. Our model, which the extra information,
is able to capture these nuances and maintain the scene concepts
while making sure visually relevant images are retrieved.
As discussed above, due to our unique inference architecture,
we are able to retrieve results on different ends of the spectrum
(visual-vs.-conceptual) providing fine-grain control to the user as
to the relative weight given to visual and conceptual features. For
the query image shown in Figure4a, in a more visually weighted
environment, the results are closer to the query visually showing
other retro style tennis images. As we give the concepts of the
query image more importance, the results reflect a more generic
tennis scene.
We also trained our model on Adobe Stock in order to see how
it would perform in an eCommerce environment. The Adobe Stock
images have contributor-provided tags, which are generally sin-
gle words but can be multi-word phrases, and short contributor-
provided captions. Adobe Stock already provides a way for users to
search with just keywords, just images, or a combination thereof.
However, in the current production search, the keywords always
function has hard filters on the tags provided with the images which
can result in loss of recall when contributors forgot to provide the
relevant tag. Figure 5 shows results across the Adobe Stock catalog
for image search without concepts (conceptual weight=0) and then
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when a concept is added at weight=0.5. These concepts can be a sin-
gle keyword, such as cup in the second row, or multiple keywords,
such as white background in the first row and office business in the
last row. It is particularly interesting that the model can capture
abstract concepts such as business and domain specific concepts
such as white background which is important in stock photography.
In Figure 6, we show how our model is able to distinguish between
different ways that the same embedding is realized in different con-
ceptual spaces by using the information from a different modality.
For example, the tag orange in the textual space represents the
color of the flowers when the query image is of a white flower but
represents the color of the sky and clouds when the query image
is of a blue sky with white clouds. Given the millions of images
available on Adobe Stock, providing ways for users to query us-
ing combinations of images and keyword terms enables them to
smoothly explore this vast inventory to find what they need.
6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
Most real world applications of image retrieval like Adobe Stock,
which is a marketplace for stock photography and illustrations,
need a way for users to find visually similar images and to then
restrict them based on image concepts. To provide users with fine-
grained control over image- and text-based queries, we trained
a joint vision and attribute (in this experiment, textual concept
tags) embedding in the same high-dimensional space. We model
the visual and attribute relationships as a graph structure, which is
able to capture the rich information through node neighborhood.
This graph structure helps us learn multi-modal node embeddings
using Graph Neural Networks. We introduced a novel query-time
control, based on selective neighborhood connectivity, allowing
the user to control the relative weight of visual and conceptual
features to better explore the result set. We evaluates these multi-
modal embeddings quantitatively on the downstream relevance
task of image retrieval on MS-COCO dataset and qualitatively on
MS-COCO and an Adobe Stock dataset.
There are three immediate extensions for improving the qual-
ity of the model. First, in order to improve the visual-semantic
embeddings, an attention mechanism could be added to focus on
certain objects in the image node when the embeddings are up-
dated. Second, we could use scene-graph embeddings that encode
the spatial relationships between objects as our initial point to help
our network converge faster. Finally, connecting similar tags could
help the network learn better and faster. For example, connecting
tags like dog and puppy would allow those nodes to share their
neighborhood information efficiently.
In this paper we explored multi-modal graphs which jointly em-
bedded image and textual tag features. However, eCommerce cata-
logs contain additional information such as product category, seller,
review ratings, and price. Incorporating this type of information,
especially product category, directly into the graph embeddings
could provide more accurate search results, whether for stock photo
search or more traditional eCommerce search for physical goods.
Finally, there is future work on how to optimally utilize the multi-
modal embeddings in an eCommerce image search application, in
our case Adobe Stock. The embeddings trained here could be used
directly in the existing search engine. However, this would not
fully utilize the underlying capability of the system to let the user
smoothly explore the visual-vs.-conceptual importance of their
query. To do enable this, the search UX needs to be enhanced to
provide user controls beyond the current image similarity with
textual filtering.
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